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ABSTRACT
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summarizing important plot evente before sectione of a story, is
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sixty first through fourth grade children, equally\dietributed,by
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predicted, children who sawvisual preplays'correctly tequenced more
picturep than children whd saw nonvisual preplaysand they recognized
more incidental content. (MP)
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Multimedia Uses in'Organizing Learning

plowing what is to follow may facilitate learning providing the learner
it

with a clear organization and knowledge framework for integrating new informa-

don. Improved learning may occur for tvb reasons: (1).appropriate knowledge

bases, stored ii memory may be called forth to facilitate incorporation of new

information; and (2) new information can be anchored into-existing memory struc-.

tUres, which should help protect that information from being forgotten (Ausubel,

1960).

You have, just heard an advance organizer: an introductory passage that

provides a condeptual framework for a future learning task (Ausubel, 1960).

This introductory passage is presented at a higher fevel of abstraction,

generality, and inclusion than the actual learning material. Although advance

organizers cari facilitate-learning and retention, many studies do not report
,

such facilitative effects, particularly studies with children. Perhaps the

mixe
cl

results about the effectiveness of advance organizers for children is

part y because presentation at a high level of abstraction is often above their
I

level of comprehension.

! Comprehension difficulties have also been documented in young children's
P

und rstanding of televised information. Mature comprehension of a televised

st ry requires a viewer to: (1) separate central, plot-relevant from incidental,

content; (2) sequence central information acdording to a scheme; and

-e-iLiferences hbout implicit content such as character emotions.

Although a child's cognitive fewel cannot easily be changed to improve
,

,
to

i formation processing, the,structural codes or formal features of the televi-

sion medium can supplement viewer skills. In particular, visual features can
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structure and order events into a scheme while verbal features can suPply

inferences through story narra.tion.' The purpose here was to examine production

techniques that might benefit children's comprehension of a televised story.

,;42

The techniquensed was the "preplay," an advance organizer summarizing important

plot events before.sections of theStory.

The idea of preplays was born, oddly,enough, while I viewed a Super Bowl

game on television. As I watched slow motion "replays" of important football

plays, it occurred to me that such rehearsal might benefit young childien's cam-
,

prehension. Of course, replays go backwards instead of forwards beCause,the

tame is in progress. Programs which already have an outcome do not have this

limitation. In fact, if you show children critical 87nts before they occur,

a priOf structure may be created to incorporate the coming story events. The

research in the area of advance organizers suggested such a facilitative effect.

By presetiting critical. story content before a program, a preplay could aid the

viewer in se]Icting tentral inforMation-an activity that Collins targeted as

a prereqUisite Skill for underatanding television content.

The Second Viewer skill which Collins stated as necessary for comprehension

'was linking important events closely in'time. Thus, in.the preplay, important,

events were extracted and placed in proximity, thereby increasing the probability
/

that children would perceive those events as related. Verbal labeling supplied

# the third viewer activity: that is, supplying the inferences which are neces-

sary for children to understand story messages.

To present the preplay format, I created a fantasy character, Madame Sees-
, Q

All-Knows-44.11, a,gypsy who Could see the future cartoon ,events throUgh her

cryseal 13411. She replaced Bill Cosby as narrator in an episode of Fat Albert,and the

Cosby KidS which was about,,divorte.



Preplays thene provided an overz.11 plot structure to facilieate chil-

dren's selective attention to, and comprehension of, plot-relevant televised

content. To determine features which were most effective as aids to compre-

hension, preplays varied on two orthogonal dimension: (1) presence or absence

of visuals;,and (2) concrete or inferential story narrration. Visual preplays

were expected to improve temporal integration, encoding, and retrieval of story

events because a visUal structural overview.was provided, which may be a

, developmentally appropriate mode for young:children ta represent content.

Inferential narration in preplays was expectei to improve comprehension of

inferential, implicit content, while concrete narrapion was expected to improve

'comprehension of central-concrete coneent. Both attentkoh-and comprehension

were assessed as indices of cognitive processing.

One hundred sixty, first through fourth grade children, equally distri-

buted by grade and sex, were randomly selected from three midwestert schools.
,

Pairs of same-sex children viewed a prosocial cartoon in one of five viewing

conditions. In the four treatment conditions, type of preplay varied by

vistaI-nonvisual presentation and concrete/inferential narration. Three pre=

plays were plaCed within the cartoon. The fifth condition was a control with

;

no preplays.

Each child's visual attention to the teleyision screen was scored con-

tinuously by one of twa observers behind a one-way mirror. After viewing, the

child ordered four picture sets taken from the television programto assess

temporal integration of the story, and then answered 42 multlple-choice items

to assess recognition of inferential, centrfAl-concrete, and incidental

content.



Duration of attention scores, the percent of time each child lOoked at

the television screen, was computed separately to each of the three preplays

and thrr- program Segments. Because viewing patterns, were not independent,

pairs was the unit of analysis in a 5 (condition), by 2 (sex) by 4 (grade)

-

analysis of variance witiCattention-to each preplay and program segment as the

dependent variable.

As predicted, chilcirenattended longer to visual than nonvisual preplaie.

Boys and younger children were especially attentive to visual and concrete

. preplays, while girls and older children were more attentive to inferential

preplays. For fourth graders in inferential conditions, high levels of atten-

tion o the first'preplay generated increased attention to the program.

Comprehension scores were calculated for picture sequencing andrecogni-

tionl., For each picture sequencing set, a rank-order correlation vas computed

between the correct picture sequente-and each child's picture order. For

multiple-choice scores, the correct raw number was computed for recognition of
-"N

inferential, central-concrete, and incidental content. Pairg was again-the

unit of analysis in a 5 (conaition) by 2 (sex) by 4 (grade) analysis of variance

with.paqh comprehension category as the dependent variable.

As'predicted, children whosaw visualpreplsys correctly sequenced more

pictures than children who saw nonvisual-pre-rdays; in addition, they recognized

more,incidental content. As picture sequencing and incidental content Were

often presented visUally, not surprisingly,coMprehsnsion of this information

was asSociated with visual attention to preplays and program segments.. Children

in.inferential conditions xecognized more inferential'content than did those in

,

'concrete conditions, but visual attention ws Tlot related to inferential cm-
.,

prehension, suggesting that children need onlyxlisten to verbally-presented

information.
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In-general, girls and older children-temporally integrated events and
-,

recognized central-concrete and inferential items better than boys and younger

4

children, who'were more likely to recognize incidental items. Thus, girls

and older- children were able to use ArePlays to structure ;information encod-
,

ing and retrieval more than boy's and younger children. Visual features in

preplays were'effective for picture sequencing, but unfortunately, visuals

seemed to highlight -incidental content to boys.. The inferential narration

seemed the key feature fdwr improved comprehension, but the language had to be

within the child's rang6 of comprehension. Producers of children's televi-

sion.programs can utilize preplay formats to improve understanding of central

plot information, but effectiveness, of courae, remains_limited by children's

underlying cognitive skills. .

-
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